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Abstract 

 

In the present study, a numerical simulation of a specific nonlinear dynamical 

system in neurobiophysics, namely, a mathematical model describing the 

dynamics of the membrane potential of snail RPa1 neurons was conducted. This 

model is described by a system of eight-coupled nonlinear ordinary differential 

equations. The study specifically focused on two system parameters of the snail 

RPa1 neuron model: the voltage-independent sodium conductance and voltage-

independent potassium conductance. The effects of varying these parameters on 

the dynamics of the model were numerically simulated; the results revealed 

various types of transitions between different dynamical states. Interestingly, the 

voltage-independent potassium conductance induced a novel type of bifurcation, 

i.e., a periodic spiking state → a chaotic spiking state → a chaotic bursting state 

→ a periodic bursting state, which has not been reported in previous studies of the 

snail RPa1 neuron model. 
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1 Introduction 
 

   Elucidating the route to chaos is an important objective in nonlinear dynamical 

systems. Numerical simulation is a useful tool for realizing this objective. For 

example, in a previous study, a numerical simulation revealed the relationship 

between parameter changes in a specific three-dimensional dynamical system and 

the appearance of chaos [1]. The present study focuses on a higher dimensional 

dynamical system; the system studied here is described by eight-coupled 

nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) [2]. These equations were 

previously developed based on the Hodgkin-Huxley theory as a neurobiophysical 

mathematical model that simulated the dynamics of the membrane potential of 

snail RPa1 neurons. An interesting feature of this model is its ability to show 

different types of chaotic states: a chaotic spiking state and a chaotic bursting state. 

Komendantov and Kononenko [2] clarified the parameter conditions 

corresponding to these two chaotic states in their 1996 study. In particular, they 

focused on the chaotic spiking state; they simulated the sensitivity of this state to 

increases or decreases in a specific parameter of the model, namely, the voltage-

independent sodium conductance. They revealed that a decrease in the voltage-

independent sodium conductance value changed the dynamical state of the model 

as follows: a period-1 periodic spiking state → a period-2 periodic spiking state 

→ a period-4 periodic spiking state → a chaotic spiking state → a periodic 

bursting state. In other words, the appearance of chaos took place through a 

cascade of period-doubling bifurcations [3]. In contrast to the chaotic spiking state, 

the sensitivity of the chaotic bursting state to increases or decreases in voltage-

independent sodium conductance has yet to be investigated. Therefore, in order to 

better understand the route to chaos, this state and its sensitivity to parameter 

change are investigated here. In addition to voltage-independent sodium 

conductance, voltage-independent potassium conductance is also an important 

parameter of the model. Thus, this parameter is also investigated in the present 

study. Specifically, a numerical simulation of the model is conducted to reveal the 

effects of varying each parameter on the dynamics of the model. 

 

2 The Mathematical Model 
 

   In the numerical simulation of the mathematical model of snail RPa1 neurons, 

the default parameter condition corresponds to a chaotic bursting state. Based on a 

previous report [2], the snail RPa1 neuron model is described by a system of 

eight-coupled nonlinear ODEs:  
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in which V (mV), mB, hB, m, h, n, mCa, and [Ca] (mM) are state variables (V 

describes the membrane potential of snail RPa1 neurons; mB, hB, m, h, n, and mCa 

describe gating variables; and [Ca] describes the concentration of intracellular 

calcium); t (s) is time; gNa (S) and gK (S) are system parameters of the present 

study (the voltage-independent sodium conductance and the voltage-independent 

potassium conductance, respectively); and F is a Faraday constant. Equations (1)–

(8) were numerically solved using the free and open-source software Scilab 

(http://www.scilab.org/). 

 

 

3 Numerical Results 
 

   First, a numerical simulation was conducted by varying gNa. The gNa value was  

http://www.scilab.org/
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varied from 97% to 103% of the default value (0.02 S). The time courses of the 

membrane potential of the snail RPa1 neuron model under variable gNa conditions 

are shown in Figure 1. When gNa is 97% and 98%, the model shows a periodic 

bursting state: bursting indicated by “a1” and “b1,” respectively, periodically 

appears (Figure 1a and 1b). When gNa is 99%, the model shows a chaotic bursting 

state: various types of bursting indicated by “c1,” “c2,” “c3,” and “c4” appear 

(Figure 1c). When gNa is >99%, the model shows a chaotic bursting state similar 

to that shown in Figure 1c (from Figure 1d to 1g). In each gNa condition, various 

types of bursting indicated by “d1,” “d2,” “d3,” “d4,” and “d5” (Figure 1d); by 

“e1,” “e2,” “e3,” “e4,” “e5,” “e6,” and “e7” (Figure 1e); by “f1,” “f2,” “f3,” “f4,” 

and “f5” (Figure 1f); and by “g1,” “g2,” “g3,” “g4,” “g5,” “g6,” “g7,” and “g8” 

(Figure 1g) appear. In addition, very long burst durations, such as the bursting 

indicated by “f5” and “g1,” appear with larger gNa values (Figure 1f and 1g). 

   After varying gNa values, we conducted another numerical simulation by varying 

gK. The gK value was varied from 97% to 103% of the default value (0.25 S). 

The time courses of the membrane potential of the snail RPa1 neuron model under 

variable gK conditions are shown in Figure 2. When gK is 97% and 98%, the 

model shows a repetitive spiking state (Figure 2a and 2b). When gK is 99%, the 

model shows a chaotic bursting state: various types of bursting indicated by “c1,” 

“c2,” “c3,” “c4,” and “c5” appear (Figure 2c). When gK is 100% and 101%, the 

model shows a chaotic bursting state similar to that in Figure 2c (Figure 2d and 

2e). In each gK condition, various types of bursting indicated by “d1,” “d2,” “d3,” 

“d4,” and “d5” (Figure 2d) and by “e1,” “e2,” and “e3” (Figure 2e) appear. 

However, very long burst durations, such as the bursting indicated by “c1” and 

“c5,” do not appear when gK is 100% or 101% of the default value. When gK is 

102%, the model shows a periodic bursting state: bursting indicated by “f1” 

periodically appears (Figure 2f). In contrast, when gK is 103%, the model shows a 

hyperpolarized steady state and no oscillatory activity is observed (Figure 2g). 

The time courses in Figure 2a and 2b illustrate that the model shows a repetitive 

spiking state irrespective of 97% or 98% gK conditions. To identify the difference 

between the repetitive spiking states observed at 97% and 98% gK conditions, the 

time courses of the membrane potential were investigated over an expanded time 

scale, as shown in Figure 3. When gK is 97%, the model shows a period-1 periodic 

spiking state: one cycle of oscillation is indicated by “P1” (Figure 3a). When gK is 

98%, the model shows a period-2 periodic spiking state: one cycle of oscillation is 

indicated by “P2” (Figure 3b). In addition, two different conditions from Figure 2 

were also investigated. Results showed that when gK is 98.1%, the model displays 

a period-4 periodic spiking state: one cycle of oscillation is indicated by “P4” 

(Figure 3c). However, when gK is 98.8%, the model shows a chaotic spiking state: 

the cycle of oscillation is irregular (Figure 3d). 

   We also investigated how the trajectory of the model changed according to 

variation in gK values by projecting the trajectory onto a two-dimensional ([Ca], V) 

phase plane (Figure 4). Depending on the gK value, the model shows either a limit 

cycle or a strange attractor; an increase in gK changes the trajectory of the model 

as follows: period-1 periodic spiking (Figure 4a) → period-2 periodic spiking  
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(Figure 4b) → period-4 periodic spiking (Figure 4c) → chaotic spiking (Figure 4d) 

→ chaotic bursting (Figure 4e) → periodic bursting (Figure 4f). 

 

 

4 Conclusion 

 

The present study demonstrates how a chaotic bursting state in the snail RPa1 

neuron model changes according to increases or decreases in gNa and gK, i.e., the 

voltage-independent sodium conductance and voltage-independent potassium 

conductance parameters, respectively. Previous studies have also reported that the 

dynamical state of the model depends on other parameters. For example, 

variations of some parameters, including the spike-generating sodium 

conductance, the time constant of potassium conductance, and the membrane 

capacitance, can change the dynamical state of the model as follows: a periodic 

bursting state → a chaotic bursting state → a periodic bursting state [4-6]. In 

addition, the sensitivity of the chaotic spiking state to increases or decreases in gNa 

has previously been reported; a decrease in gNa changed the dynamical state as 

follows: a period-1 periodic spiking state → a period-2 periodic spiking state → a 

period-4 periodic spiking state → a chaotic spiking state → a periodic bursting 

state [2]. Interestingly, in the present study, a novel type of bifurcation, which 

differs from those reported in previous studies, was revealed; an increase in gK 

changed the dynamical state as follows: a period-1 periodic spiking state → a 

period-2 periodic spiking state → a period-4 periodic spiking state → a chaotic 

spiking state → a chaotic bursting state → a periodic bursting state. Furthermore, 

we also obtained data (not shown) that suggest that the model shows a chaotic 

spiking state when gNa is 104%; combining these data with those illustrated in 

Figure 1 indicates that a decrease in gNa changes the dynamical state of the model 

as follows: a chaotic spiking state → a chaotic bursting state → a periodic 

bursting state (which is somewhat similar to the results for the gK parameter). In 

contrast with previous studies, in which a lack of chaotic bursting but the 

appearance of chaotic spiking [2] or a lack of chaotic spiking but the appearance 

of chaotic bursting [4-6] was shown to be important for the transition between 

periodic dynamical states, the present study indicates that under specific 

parameter conditions, the appearance of both chaotic spiking and chaotic bursting 

is important for the transition between periodic dynamical states. In addition, the 

simulation results of gK indicate that the gK range supporting a chaotic bursting 

state is larger than the gK range supporting a chaotic spiking state. 
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Figure 1. Time courses of the membrane potential of the snail RPa1 neuron 

model under variable gNa conditions. (a) 97% gNa, (b) 98% gNa, (c) 99% gNa, (d) 

100% gNa, (e) 101% gNa, (f) 102% gNa, and (g) 103% gNa. In all panels, the 

horizontal axis indicates t (s) and the vertical axis indicates V (mV). a1, b1, c1–c4, 

d1–d5, e1–e7, f1–f5, and g1–g8 denote bursting patterns observed in each gNa 

condition. 

 

 

(a) 97% gNa               a1

(d) 100% gNa d1     d2           d3            d4             d5      

(b) 98% gNa             b1

(c) 99% gNa c1     c2     c3                         c4     

(e) 101% gNa e1    e2    e3     e4          e5             e6     e7

(f) 102% gNa f1   f2      f3          f4            f5

(g) 103% gNa                    g1             g2   g3  g4  g5  g6  g7   g8
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Figure 2. Time courses of the membrane potential of the snail RPa1 neuron 

model under variable gK conditions. (a) 97% gK, (b) 98% gK, (c) 99% gK, (d) 

100% gK, (e) 101% gK, (f) 102% gK, and (g) 103% gK. In all panels, the horizontal 

axis indicates t (s) and the vertical axis indicates V (mV). c1–c5, d1–d5, e1–e3, 

and f1 denote bursting patterns observed in each gK condition. 

 

 

 

 

(a) 97% gK

(d) 100% gK d1     d2           d3            d4             d5      

(b) 98% gK

(c) 99% gK c1              c2     c3   c4             c5

(e) 101% gK e1       e2                            e3                    

(f) 102% gK f1

(g) 103% gK
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Figure 3. Time courses of the membrane potential of the snail RPa1 neuron 

model under variable gK conditions on an expanded time scale. (a) 97% gK, (b) 

98% gK, (c) 98.1% gK, and (d) 98.8% gK. In all panels, the horizontal axis 

indicates t (s) and the vertical axis indicates V (mV). P1, P2, and P4 indicated by 

horizontal bars denote one cycle of repetitive spiking in each gK condition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 97% gK

(d) 98.8% gK

(b) 98% gK

(c) 98.1% gK

P1

P2

P4
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Figure 4. Projections of the trajectory of the snail RPa1 neuron model onto the 

([Ca], V) phase plane under variable gK conditions. (a) 97% gK, (b) 98% gK, (c) 

98.1% gK, (d) 98.8% gK, (e) 99% gK, and (f) 102% gK. In all panels, the horizontal 

axis indicates [Ca] (mM) and the vertical axis indicates V (mV). 
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(a) 97% gK

(b) 98% gK

(c) 98.1% gK

(d) 98.8% gK

(e) 99% gK
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